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CIG strategy resulting in
impressive financial results
• Project work is heating up across our footprint. The projects we are seeing across Sub-Saharan
Africa and the Middle East are larger in nature than anything we have ever seen. Although it is
too soon to tell if the projects will be adjudicated we believe this is a positive sign. We are only
seeing a slowdown in the mining sector as other sectors continue to thrive

• CIG outperformed management’s expectations over the first six months. Company revenues
and EBITDA are up over 36%, while HEPS is up 50% (equity impact of AES accounted for). The
group is delivering on our growth strategy and will continue to invest in additional profitable
growth for the company

• We are early in our growth strategy but have made considerable progress. Our business
activities have been guided by our strategic objectives ―
 Strategic growth of subsidiaries: Initiatives developed by our subsidiaries are starting to
pay off in very different markets
 Transformative investments: AES and O&M integrated into the group. AES has had a
material impact on CIG’s results. We expect O&M to begin gaining traction. Other
opportunities continue to present themselves
 Formation of a Pan-African growth engine: CIG International has started to pay off in
finalizing the AES transaction and working with subsidiaries

• Risk management continues to play a prominent role
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CIG at a glance
Mauritius
based

CIG Organogram
CIG Limited

CONCO*

CONCO Power
Maintenance

Consolidated
Building
Materials

CIG
International**

CONCO
International

CIG Angola 1

CONCO Africa

Angola
Environmental
Services

*CONCO Protection & Automation currently developing its own strategy as a separate business from CONCO
**Additional international investments will fall under CIG International
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Though there is some medium term
turbulence we see a lot of upside


Seeing bigger project packages across Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and the Middle East.
Turbulence in commodity prices has led to a slow down in work from that segment.
We believe CONCO has enough in reserve to weather the medium term uncertainty



Competition changing for SSA markets as South African companies becoming more
comfortable going outside of SA borders



Changes in China impacting the continent as execution of China government-toAfrican government agreements and local establishment Chinese companies slow



Seeing examples of surprisingly poor execution across the continent by multinationals highlighting the importance of informed tendering and execution in the
company’s success



Issues in SA leading to leapfrogging as many internationals opt for other destinations
(Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Mozambique, Tanzania, Rwanda)



Large projects experiencing delays as multi-stakeholder negotiations slow during the
“last mile” prior to closure



African governments getting serious about decreasing uncertainty in key economies
across the continent (e.g., legislative frameworks, stronger judiciary)
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We have progressed against our strategic
objectives
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Experienced exceptional

• CONCO revenue and EBITDA up 38%

growth despite
uncertainties in the market
• Starting to see potential
bottom line impact of
strategic initiatives

and 39%, respectively
− Continue to perform although
ex-SA award activity has slowed
− New win in Rwanda
• Building Materials revenue up 19%
as increased moderately

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• AES and Power

• AES share purchase finalized, results

Maintenance investments
are beginning to pay off
• M&A and investment
activity heating up after 2
year investment in
expanding network and
reach

having significant impact on CIG
earnings (+28% uplift)
• O&M winning contracts with OEMs,
focus shifting to execution
• CIG currently evaluating a number of
ROI-enhancing investment
opportunities

• CONCO reorganization

• Revamped share scheme to AGM
• 1st , 2nd level CONCO management

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

proceeding
• Staffed CIG International
with capable team

finalizing reorg planning
• Procurement initiatives showing
impact in tenders
• Pushing different commercial
approaches to market
• CIG Int’l personnel were critical to
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closing AES transaction

The group will continue to play an active role in
strategic and operational growth of subsidiaries
CONCO*

Revenue profile of CONCO and Building Materials as part of CIG (2007 – 2013)
ZAR MM
28%
1,727

1,800

• Group has been very active in shaping
strategic direction, initiatives and investments
leading to exceptional growth of 11% and 28%
for Building Materials and CONCO, respectively

1,600
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1,242

1,280

•

has shown steady growth in a tough
market
− Purchased (2007)
− New rooftile plant to diversify in the face
of dropping revenues (2009)

•

has grown significantly since
acquisition
− Diversify P&A customer base (2008)
− Invest ahead of Renewable Energy
program in SA (2009)
− Empower new, young management (2011)
− Focus on a new biz dev strategy (2012)
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*CONCO purchased in 2008

Building Materials

• Group executives will continue playing the
same role with AES, O&M, P&A and other
investments
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Financial results improved dramatically
versus last year’s interims
2012 - 2014 CIG interim results

Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

763

97

969

124

1,315
+36%

169
+36%

48

59

2012

2013

 45 – 50% of group earnings come
from ex-SA business
 CONCO’s share of PAT reduced to
63% due to inclusion of AES for the
first time (accounting for 22% of CIG
PAT)
 CIG International initiatives gaining
traction

89

HEPS
ZAR cps

 Revenue and EBITDA are both up
36% and HEPS up 50%

+50%

2014

 CIG continues to enhance the value
of the group by working with senior
management to identify
opportunities and manage risk across
8
the group

Group looking to leverage
tailwinds in 2nd half of 2014
2012 - 2014 CIG results by half
ZAR Million

2nd Half
1st Half

Revenue

EBITDA
2,037

278
225

1,553
1,068

154
128

790

1,315

763

2012

969

2013

169

97

2014

124

2012

2013

32%

24%

2014

2nd half increase
4%

10%
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Power and Oil & Gas verticals show great
promise

Market:

1 Power

2 Building Materials

▪ Significant latent demand

▪ Pick up in the residential

across footprint due to
underinvestment and delay
of tender awards

▪ Renewable Energy BoP
Assessment:

continues to perform

▪ Turnkey business well
placed for significant tail
winds in sector

▪ O&M and P&A efforts
should begin to produce
over the next few months

building sector increased
optimism

▪ Overall, the building
environment remains
challenging

▪ Business continues to

3 Oil & Gas Services

▪ Angola zero discharge law
pushed back for
incumbents

▪ High market growth
evidenced by entry of new
IOCs, government targets

▪ Deal completed

perform well in a stagnant
market

▪ Well positioned to be the

▪ Looking for new operational

supplier of choice given
performance history

modifications to pay off in
the medium term

▪ Other markets possible
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Strategic growth of subsidiaries: CONCO

CONCO financial results up 38%-plus
2012 – 2014 CONCO interim results

Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

640

79

825

99

1,144
+39%

137
+38%

1.8

2011

 Used facilities and internal cash flows to
support additional growth

 Beginning to see large tenders across SSA and
ME as countries start closing their
infrastructure gap
 A number of “mega projects” (>R500MM) in
the tender pipeline, all based outside of South
Africa

2.9

Order book
ZAR B

 CONCO revenue and EBITDA up 39% and 38%,
respectively, CONCO order book up 38% to
R2.9B

2.1

 A/R – clients are paying
+38%
 Multi-country, multi-initiative strategy working

2012

2013

 Has started executing on a number of strategic
initiatives to enhance effectiveness and
11
efficiency

Strategic growth of subsidiaries: CONCO

RE comprises a larger share of
turnover than a year ago
Overview of CIG experience across Africa and the Middle East

RE*

Ex-SA

SA

2012 – 2014 Split of business revenue
ZAR MM, Percent
640

833

26%
46%

1,144

100%

36%

28%
26%
54%

*Currently RE revenues are all in SA
**Adjusted from previous reported result

2012

47%

2013**

38%

2014
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Strategic growth of subsidiaries: CONCO

The order book has grown by
26% since 2012

Mega

ex-SA

RE

SA

2012 – 2014 Interim results Order Book and open tenders
ZAR Billion
Order book*

Tenders awaiting adjudication
2.9

9.3

+26%

+38%

0.8

2.8

2.1
6.3

1.8

0.4
0.8

4.9

0.7
2.0
0.6

*Projects added to orderbook once the contract is signed

0.5

1.5

1.8

1.5

2013

2014

2.9

0.7

2013

3.5

1.7

1.1

2012

4.0

• Megaprojects
(>R500MM)
all ex-SA
• Ex-SA
accounts
for 68%

2014

2012
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Strategic growth of subsidiaries: CONCO

Municipality and mining work has
declined as share of business

2012 – 2014 CONCO interim revenue breakdowns

2012

CONCO turnover by division
Percentage
Substations

CONCO turnover by client type
Percentage
Overhead Lines

49

46

9

Protection &
Automation
8

Example

42
Supply Authorities

22
27
30
28

Mining & General

Renewable Energy

2014

25
19
14

Municipalities

21

2013

18

36

Transport

26

4

3
5
4
0

Renewable Energy

26
36
14

Transformative Investments: CONCO Power Maintenance

O&M business has made tangible
progress over the last 6 months
State of the Industry
• 1st round projects nearing COD

Progress
• Won 6 contracts, negotiating
others

• Some operators have decided
on a strategy, while others still
refining their approach

• Nascent state of the industry in
South Africa has proven to be a
challenge in recruiting

• Industry players rewarding
CONCO with contracts, with
additional scope and work
based on performance

• Numerous personnel trained
including practical experience

• Skills required to operate a IPP
are available but requires
operators to be well-versed in
identifying and cultivating local
talent in the areas

• Low wage rates can prove to be
a significant challenge and lead
to employee turnover

• Continue to invest heavily in
training and equipment in order
to meet customer demands

• Deep roster of available
resources, looking to add more

• Operating independently
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Strategic growth of subsidiaries: Consolidated Building Materials

Building Materials continues to perform
well in a low growth market
2012 - 2014 CBM interim results
ZAR MM
171
123

+19%

144

 Market growth continues to improve off a
low base

Revenue
ZAR MM

26

 Revenue and EBITDA up 19% and 8%
respectively

26

28

+8%

 Investments in Laezonia in order to
reconfigure the quarry will result in an
increase in availability and mix of product
over time
 Operational changes introduced increased
stability of the business

EBITDA
ZAR MM

2012

2013

2014

 Building Materials will continue to look for
opportunistic acquisition opportunities to
increase footprint, increase volume or
16
extend product lines

Pan-African growth engine: CIG International

CIG International supporting
subsidiaries, looking for investments
Overview of CIG International activity

• Actively pursuing deals, starting with priority
markets (Angola, Ghana, Nigeria, East Africa)
• Working on pipeline of deals with focus on
strategic and financial criteria (ROI, EPS
enhancement)
• Have walked away from deals that don’t meet
financial criteria (and will continue to do so)

• AES performing well
• CIG International

CIG International: Added capacity to
expand its reach and add value to AES
and related companies

closed deal,
supporting
development of
growth strategy

• Supported CONCO procurement exercise
• Providing data analytics support to CIG Limited
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Transformative Investments: Angola Environmental Services

AES has performed impressively
AES impact on CIG 2014 interim results
ZAR MM
120
AES

CIG wholly
owned

26

Corporate
+28% Building
Materials
AES

120
6%
9%
22%

93
CONCO

63%

 Income from AES (R26MM) added
28% to CIG PAT, comprising 22% of
PAT
100%
 Zero discharge law has been
delayed for incumbents (not new
entrants)
 Growth aspirations supported by
announcements of increased
production and presence of new
entrants
 Growth and expansion supported
by CAPEX and internal cash flows

Impact on
PAT

PAT by
source

 Invested in new operations and
capacity in Soyo (North Angola)
fully operational by 2015
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Pan-African growth engine: Risk Management

Management actively managing group risks (1/2)
Risks

Issue

Steps to mitigate

• Effective stakeholder

• Maintain open relationships with large investors to ensure alignment

management. Managing
employees, investors and
partners to mitigate risks
and maintain business
continuity

• Proper development and
execution of the CIG
growth strategy. Putting
the group on a sustainable
growth trajectory

• Managing execution and
operational risks.
Maintaining ability to drive
the strategies successfully
due to flawed execution or
supporting enablers

with management
• Mitigate potential damage of relationships with related parties via
active relationship management, objective governance processes
• Further develop Skills Academy to properly recruit, develop and retain
key roles
• Reduce the risk of anti-competitive /corrupt behavior by educating
employees and agents, getting their annual commitment and ensuring
contracts properly indemnify the company
• Assess incentive schemes to ensure alignment to strategy, collaboration
and results

• Involve board members and executive leadership in developing and
renewing CIG strategy
• Ensure there is enough capital available to pursue strategies
• Continuously look at the trends and how they will effect our markets
over the next 20 years
• Regularly assessing strategic execution via scorecard

• Leveraging relationships with all stakeholders to execute properly
• Conduct in depth due diligence on all opportunities and sponsors
• Put controls and checks in place to make certain that sustainable
margins are submitted up front and maintained through execution
• Make certain staff monitors and manages performance throughout
project lifecycle
• Ensure technological platform to support effective IP-protection,
document control and transparency into business performance along
with compliance by staff
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• Spreading opportunity exposure to manage delays in key projects

Pan-African growth engine: Risk Management

Management actively managing group risks (2/2)
Risks

Issue

Steps to mitigate

• Ensuring sufficient cash

• Segmenting debtors and increasing efforts to collect on debts timeously
• Ensuring execution linked to milestones
• Actively managing cash flow before projects by projecting cash flows

generation, flexibility to
fuel growth. Inability to
generate and invest the
cash necessary to support
CIG’s growth and satisfy
shareholders

• Managing overall growth.
Unsuccessful in staying
ahead of investment
demands caused by growth
trajectory AND ensuring
shareholders get maximum
return on investment

• Ensuring effective
compliance in the
business. Ignoring
emerging compliance
issues (statutory,
regulatory, social, etc.)

and taking strategic approach to negotiation of large contracts
• Focusing on ROI across group
• Following regulatory processes to ensure remit-ability
• Have formalized transfer pricing mechanisms

• Changing the corporate structure to ensure it has CIG properly
positioned for growth (e.g., spans of control, ability to execute)
• Ensuring stricter adherence to policy and procedures (e.g., dashboard)
to encourage long term view of performance, eliminate duplications
across business units, efficiency and risk management
• Regularly reviewing working capital requirements to manage trade-offs
(i.e., efficiency versus flexibility to address opportunities)
• Ensure consistent reporting in foreign currency for non-Rand work

• Implementation of a formal compliance management function dealing
with monitoring and evaluation of compliance on a regular basis
• Develop and monitor execution of a BEE compliance strategy which
includes familiarizing businesses with issues
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Contact us
Thank you for your interest!!
Website: http://www.ciglimited.co.za
Information: info@ciglimited.co.za
Investors:

investors@ciglimited.co.za

Main telephone: +27 11 280 4040

Fax: +27 86 748 9169
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